










































































































































Lost IMU data 







































































































GNC/SIGI power bus (C) current
Prop/EMA power bus (B) current
Prop/EMA power bus (B) voltage




1 Hz telemetry data
High-rate & 



















HW failure in IMU data path => loss of nav data to GNC




















1. Last SIGI data indicated no internal failures (sigiModeWord = 0) and good GPS antenna lock 
(pvtOKMasterAntID_ID = 1)
2. SIGI I/O SW on CPU flags & sends stale SIGI data to GNC if no new data is received from 1553 Bus
3. Although STALE flag from SIGI was not downlinked, it can be deduced from stale eo24bustime. 
SIGI did not send stale data, but in fact no more SIGI data was received on the 1553 Bus.





















1028565820.477 0.000 GNC/AFM Receives Command "Execute Ignition Sequence”, AFM MET = 0
1028565821.190 0.713 1028565821.15 0 22236 65238 1 Auto chill‐in (10 sec) continues toward Engine Ignition Sequence
1028565822.190 1.713 1028565822.15 1.000 0 23236 15327 1 Nominal operations,  no failure flags, data changing…
1028565823.190 2.713 1028565823.15 1.000 0 24236 30952 1
10.000 Start Engine Ignition Sequence (3.8 sec)
1028565833.190 12.713 1028565833.15 1.000 0 34235 56130 1
1028565834.190 13.713 1028565834.15 1.000 0 35235 6219 1
1028565834.275 13.798 Start Ascent, throttle up cmd from GNC (est from 10Hz data & TT19)




1028565834.910 14.433 Estimated First Stale SIGI Data, and subsequent (cfs time)   +/‐40 ms
1028565835.190 14.713 1028565834.85 0.700 0 35935 16844 1
70% of this 1 Hz frame is fresh data (confirmed with SIGI time & eo24Bus 
Time)
1028565836.190 15.713 1028565834.85 0.000 0 35935 16844 1 Stale data
1028565837.190 16.713 1028565834.85 0.000 0 35935 16844 1 Stale data








































































































































































Crimps and wires have good
continuity and pass pull test
Wires are firmly in 
connectors but no 
continuity through 
melted connectors






























































Lab grade 1553 bus harnesses may have been susceptible to high vibration.









4 = Highly unlikely
SIGI Components
Trimble GPS Receiver Module
Inertial Sensor Assembly




ACOCS - 120 VDC Power Conversion
























































































































HF6 at JSC, chained to ground
FF1 at KSC, soft abort at 0.3m altitude
FF2 at KSC, reached 5m altitude
TT20 at KSC, “launch” at 6m altitude
TT19 at JSC, “launch” at 6m altitude




Ignition at t = 0
Tether Test ignitions “at altitude” produce far less vibration than HF6 & FF ground ignitions.
















10 Hz 100 Hz 1000 Hz 10000 Hz
PSD
g2/Hz
HF6, FF1 & FF2 vibration briefly exceeded ISS SIGI qual limits at high frequencies.
Vibe-isolated PA1 SIGI has much higher qual limits, above Morpheus test experience.







Vibe isolation reduced peak 







Top Deck accel was hard-mounted.





































































a. Higher quality components (e.g., connectors, cables)
b. More verification testing (e.g., SIGI vibe testing, tethered liftoff test)





“It is not the critic who counts; not the man who points out how the strong man stumbles, or where the doer of deeds could have done them 
better. The credit belongs to the man who is actually in the arena, whose face is marred by dust and sweat and blood; who strives valiantly; 
who errs, who comes short again and again, because there is no effort without error and shortcoming; but who does actually strive to do the 
deeds; who knows great enthusiasms, the great devotions; who spends himself in a worthy cause; who at the best knows in the end the 
triumph of high achievement, and who at the worst, if he fails, at least fails while daring greatly, so that his place shall never be with those cold 



























Project Morpheus is applying these CA to two new vehicles in fabrication 




































Morpheus 1.5C Build Integ T&V First hot fire for 1.5C














































































Possible, but unable to distinguish: Data 
reconstruction with telemetry or high-speed 
vehicle data would not provide insight to 
distinguish between these failure cases.  
Each of these cases results in same “stale 




Top Deck Triaxial Accel
(Dytran 3039C)
DFI Box (EDAQ-Lite,











APU Box Triaxial Accel
(Dytran 3039C)
Leg# 1 Qty 3 Uniaxial Accels
(Endevco 2221F) on triax
mounting block
Leg# 4 Qty 3 Uniaxial Accels













Top Deck Triaxial Accel (Dytran 3039C)
APU Box Triax Accel
(Dytran 3039C) Far Side
Engine Combustion Chamber Pressure 
Transducer (Kulite .CT-1MA437-500A)
LOX Line Pressure Transducer(Kulite
.CT-1MA437-500A)
Leg# 2 Qty 3 Uniaxial Accels
(Endevco 2221F) on triax
mounting block
Engine  Chamber Flange Triax
Accel (Dytran 3039C)
DFI Box (EDAQ-Lite;
20 HF analog channels)
JSC designed/built Charge Amplifier 
Box
Leg# 3 Qty 3 Uniaxial Accels

























































- Loss of instr.
- Loss of power










or unable to 
meet perf. req. 
Flight test 














ALHAT‐001  ALHAT does not achieve precision landing performance  3 4
PROP‐001 Uncertain main engine performance margin  2 5

















GNC‐001 Free flight lateral instabilities 2 2
GNC‐002 Free flight vertical instabilities 2 2
RELIABILITY
PROP‐008 Main engine burn‐through  2 5
PROP‐007 EMA or throttle valve failure during flight 2 5
PROP‐010 Insufficient propellant remaining to complete flight  2 5
PROP‐009 Methane RCS reliability  3 3
STRCT‐001 Landing gear buckling during landing  2 3
SEI‐004 Lack of critical spares delays flight test schedule  2 3
AV‐001 CPU reset during flight 1 5
INSTR‐001 Loss of critical instrumentation during flight  1 5
PWR‐001 Loss of power during flight 1 5
OTHER









































































Like any planetary launch and landing vehicle, Morpheus includes 
a vehicle, subsystems, operations, and ground systems 
MORPHEUS VEHICLE
FLIGHT OPERATIONS



















































Cold Gas RCS 
Jets (x4)
Methane RCS 
Engines (x4)
